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WHO WE ARE, WHAT WE DO?
Formed in 1962, TAANZ is the trade association representing

TAANZ works with training organisations and providers

the vast majority of travel agents and their travel brokers

to ensure travel consultant industry training has the right

operating in New Zealand. There is no government licensing

content to enable them to service their customers, to

for travel agents in New Zealand so TAANZ is a self

understand new technology, the law and the travel industry

-regulating organisation promoting quality standards, a

at large.

Code of Ethics and Practice and to consumers, the use of a

TAANZ interacts with supply partners and government

TAANZ travel agent.

agencies lobbying issues on its members’ behalf. TAANZ

TAANZ members must meet strict membership and financial

is a signatory to the TAANZ IATA agreement’s protection

criteria and be subject to an annual financial review by

arrangements for airlines and the Association hosts the

an independent Bonding Authority. All TAANZ members

annual National Travel Industry Awards celebrating

participate in the TAANZ Bonding Scheme for the protection

excellence in the multiple channels of agency and supplier

of the consumer.

distribution.

OUR VISION
To promote the use of a TAANZ Travel Agent to consumers and to act with purpose and clarity, sustaining a deregulated
market place in which TAANZ members may conduct their business.

OUR GOALS
•

Promote the TAANZ brand to consumers as one of

•

professionalism and high standards.

Provide thought leadership and policy on industry
matters.

•

Promote the use of a TAANZ Travel Agent.

•

Promote recognition through an awards program.

•

Advocate on behalf of members for their right to trade

•

Be a world class membership organisation.

•

Maintain a sustainable business model ensuring TAANZ

freely and fairly without encumbrance.

•

Assist members to put their business on sound financial

ability to service its members’ current and future needs.

footing and meet membership requirements
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10 YEAR MEMBERSHIP REVIEW
May
2005

May
2006

May
2007

May
2008

May
2009

May
2010

May
2011

May
2012

May
2013

May
2014

May
2015

FULL MEMBER
HEAD OFFICES

416

400

396

380

364

342

331

317

314

304

303

FULL MEMBER
BRANCH LOCATIONS

96

84

80

73

66

70

67

89

92

81

80

TOTALS

512

484

476

453

430

412

398

406

406

385

383

APPROVED TRAVEL
BROKERS

284

309

314

324

315

401

431

476

522

533

564

ALLIED SUPPLIER
MEMBERS

100

96

92

83

79

77

73

59

69

68

72

25 YEARS OF GROWTH
Total New Zealand Residents Departing (Short Term)
As at May
1990

717,278

1995

920,107

2000

1,282,791

2005

1,777,939

2010

1,943,330

1991

778,956

1996

1,092,879

2001

1,286,593

2006

1,876,838

2011

2,037,091

1992

750,895

1997

1,131,682

2002

1,292,979

2007

1,996,314

2012

2,124,936

1993

799,659

1998

1,166,418

2003

1,373,632

2008

1,967,100

2013

2,162,918

1994

823,834

1999

1,184,510

2004

1,432,541

2009

1,918,300

2014

2,213,059

2015

2,321,054

TOTAL NZ RESIDENT DEPARTURES BY CALENDAR YEAR
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
As I write this, I reflect on yet another

(NTIA) have celebrated the best and brightest within the

important year for TAANZ.

Industry in a gala evening at MOTAT in Auckland. We

Of greater significance, in my view, is

continue our engagement with our kindred associations

the evolvement of the Association over

worldwide on the WTAAA and, of particular interest,

the last 5 years. Our decision to position

the proposal from TAANZ to amend resolution 824R to

the secretariat independent of other trade associations,

align refund processing with BSP settlements! This has

with a full time CEO committed to the issues that matter

now gone to the Passenger Agency Programme Steering

to the members, has been very pleasing. I think it fair to

Group committee (PSG) and hopefully then to PACONF

say that your Association has never been more relevant

to be ratified as recommended practise worldwide in

whilst returning much greater value to our membership.

October? Naturally, this is consistent with our existing

Andrew Olsen and Emmy Benitez have been instrumental

discussions with IATA regarding NZ market alignment!

in this.

We are very fortunate that we have a very knowledgeable,

TAANZ has continued its focus on providing oversight on

practical and nimble board who are totally committed to

all stakeholder matters and to providing good governance

representing your interests with honesty and integrity. I

in its dealings with all internal and external constituents.

thank them for this.

Of note, we continue our dialogue and collaboration with

Their work is complimented by the very informed and

education providers to ensure we set high standards for

considered legal representation of Andy Marshall and

our people and a professional image to the consumer.

the financial diligence of Dan and Mary at the Bonding

We have agreed to elevate the standards of education of

Authority. Dan leaves us shortly after 9 years as our

our staff, minimum of level 4 national certificate, to 40%

Bonding Administrator and we thank him sincerely for

across the Industry in 2015 and rising to 60% this time

his significant contribution and wish him well. TAANZ has

next year. Further, in collaboration with Service-IQ, we

completed a robust interview process for his replacement

have launched the Schools Pathway Programme so that

and we look forward to advising of some structural

we can attract more young people back to our Industry.

changes at the BA very shortly.

Of broader interest is our engagement with MOT and

In the year ahead, we will invest in the secretariat and

MBIE with regard the repeal of the Commission Regime.

its leadership, consumer and member brand awareness,

Of greater concern is the MPI and Customs Department

a refreshed website that is enabled with automated

travel tax imposition. TAANZ has joined with a large

functionality and to future proof the business. Our goal is

number of interested parties sending a strong and unified

to be a world class trade association.

message that this is a non-sense and unacceptable. That

To finish, can I compliment you all on your continued

there was no communication in advance on this matter

relevance and success. Long may the “travel agent”

was disappointing.

flourish?

More recently, TAANZ and IATA completed a lengthy
review process which culminated in a new 3 year
agreement. The 3rd National Travel Industry Awards

Peter Barlow
Chairman
CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT
Open any newspaper and it’s most probable there will be a story or supplement relating to travel.
We travel, arguably, more distance than any other country to take time out at holiday destinations,
for business, to rekindle family relations, to explore and increasingly to contribute to cultures less
well off than ours. Travel agents make this happen. You make this happen. We reflect on the year in
review and TAANZ interactions with members, stakeholders and the wider industry underpinning
the 3 million travellers departing NZ*

Diversity
One qualification to bind them ….Traditional retail, TMC,
blended retail online and broker distribution models all
contribute to the TAANZ mix of membership. Since 2010

members the opportunity to showcase careers to those
considering a career in the industry. It’s the start of
carving out a sustainable triangular working relationship
with schools, providers and our ITO.

full membership has held around 300 after a decade of

Lobby lobby lobby

steady decline. Branch locations are nearing the 100

The 10 year passport was a win for NZ’ers this year.

mark. Broker numbers grew modestly and consistently

Thanks to the early efforts of TAANZ advocacy, the

with previous years. Suppliers continue to see value in

passport’s life now recognises unused months and is

the alliance with TAANZ and its members. The number

aligned to most other countries. We continue debate

of persons employed by TAANZ members were 1885

and opposition on a number of fronts; travel tax is a

of which 1089, or 57%, currently holds a TAANZ

bad idea, we do not agree with the proposed repeal of

recognised qualification. This number is significant

the commission regime, we are firmly of the view the

when you compare it to the same time in 2013 when

current local financial criteria for IATA accredited agents

33% of all selling consultants met the minimum criteria.

does not need improving and we’re on the global stage

In this last 12 months TAANZ has focussed on building

pushing for an equilibrium between BSP remittance

capability into qualifications to improve the depth

timetables and refunds. We also headed off a number

and talent of available and potential industry joiners.

of banks that (again) wanted to institute a pre -payment

Every member should be proud of their acceptance of

bond on the merchant services of agents. In September

elevating standards .We will continue to encourage

we seemed to make the point that the vast majority

development of relevant qualifications, particularly at

of TAANZ members could be exempted from the

Level 5 and above and remain open to inclusion of other

reporting requirements of the Anti - Money Laundering

accreditation criteria where it makes sense to do so.

and Countering of Financing Terror Act 2009. GDS

From school to careers

companies have also on-boarded TAANZ risk mitigation

This last year we’ve invested time in fostering the
pathway into and through our industry. The trade week
is the culmination of our engagement with the trade
ITO Service IQ and schools and will give participating

*Statistics NZ – 12 months ending May 2015

strategies – an indispensable relationship which will
assist TAANZ ability to investigate failure, fraud and
theft. On that count, we have also made headway with
the NZ Police which is now taking action against two
former members and their substantial airline debts.

CEO’S REPORT
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Focus on the customer
TAANZ has long promoted its members using words like
‘bonded’ and ‘protection’ and not engaged widely in social
media to promote ‘standards’ and ‘professionalism’.
It’s true that no consumer has ever been out of pocket
in the relatively few cases where a member has failed.
We should all take great pride in the application of the

suitably abbreviated format. Our submission emphasise
its importance to this industry – the need to maintain
standards, professionalism, financial integrity and
delegated legislation TAANZ can work with. We have
submitted evidence to show that New Zealand can ill
afford to permit an entire repeal and have reached out
to MBIE for support on this matter.

consumer fund and what it means to consumers in this

NTIA

deregulated marketplace. Today’s consumer is very

A sell -out crowd and 21 gongs for 21 deserving winners

informed and gathers its information to make purchasing

heralded the first fully TAANZ hosted National Travel

decisions in a manner that TAANZ can leverage on

Industry Awards. Work began almost immediately after

behalf of its members. The focus in the near term will be

the 2014 event was completed and we stand now on

on redesigning TAANZ consumer messaging to promote

the eve of another celebration of success. Sponsors and

professionalism and standards,

supporters take a bow! We have an event programme

and, widen the scope and content of communication of

which is the envy of other sectors and THE event for the

travel information to consumers.

distribution and suppliers. See you there.

A deregulated industry

Rule rules rules

So successful has TAANZ self- regulation been that

Throughout the course of the year the Board has carefully

we often take for granted the relatively ‘red tape free’

deliberated on a number of rule changes. It supports an

environment we operate in. Other countries have, or

increase in the minimum accreditation level of selling

aspire to achieve a similar state and TAANZ has been

consultants which supports professional standards. It

called upon to give guidance on these matters. The

supports an amendment to the current financial tiers for

Commission Regime is a piece of delegated legislation

the purpose of Bonding financial reporting frequency and

that TAANZ is able to call upon when it pursues legal

risk mitigation. It continues to consult with stakeholders

action and to fairly regulate how members conduct

on broker rules related to premises and advertising. We

themselves when dealing with other parties. The

encourage members to attend the AGM to have their say

Ministry of Transport has conducted a consultation

on these important matters.

under section 89 of the Civil Aviation Act. MOT is of
the view the notice is outdated and should be repealed
in its entirety. In response, TAANZ has strongly

Andrew Olsen
CEO

recommended the Commission Regime be retained in a

CEO’S REPORT
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THE TAANZ BOARD
PRESIDENT:

VICE PRESIDENT:

Mr Peter Barlow, MNZITT

Mr Andrew Bowman, MNZITT

Director

Managing Director

BCD Travel NZ

First Travel Group

Level 1, 10 Cambridge Tce

Level 4, 187 Broadway,

PO Box 3193, Wellington 6140

Newmarket, Auckland

Tel: (04) 891 1005

DX CX10156 Auckland

Email: peter.barlow@bcdtravel.co.nz

Tel: (09) 377-1578
Email: andrew@first-travel-group.co.nz

DIRECTORS:
Mr Mark Abbot, MNZITT

Mr John Willson, MNZITT

Chairman of Finance

General Manager United Travel

Representing
House of Travel Holdings

Stella Travel Services (NZ) Ltd

C/- MDS Law Barristers & Solicitors

PO Box 505, Shortland Street

334 Lincoln Road, Addington
PO Box 185, Christchurch 8140
DX WP20524 Christchurch
Tel: (03) 371 0482
Email: markabbot@mdslaw.co.nz

Level 5, 66 Wyndham Street
Auckland 1140
DX CR51001 Auckland
Tel: (09) 307-1867
Mob: 021 821-944
Email: john.willson@stellatravel.co.nz

Mr Neil Gestro
General Manager - Commercial
Stella Travel Services (NZ) Ltd
Level 5, 66 Wyndham St
PO Box 505, Auckland 1140
DX CR51001
Tel: (09) 307 - 4758
Mob: 021 723 499
Email: neil.gestro@stellatravel.co.nz

THE TAANZ BOARD
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SECRETARIAT

SOLICITOR:

Level 3, Tourism & Travel House

Mr AR (Andy) Marshall, LLB (HONS)

79 Boulcott Street

Gault Mitchell and Co

PO Box 1888, DX SX10033, Wellington 6140

Level 4, Natural Gas Corp. House

Tel: (04) 496-4884, Fax: (04) 499-0786

22 The Terrace, PO Box 645

Email: info@taanz.org.nz

Wellington

Website: www.taanz.org.nz

Tel: (04) 472-5074

CHIEF EXECUTIVE:
Mr Andrew Olsen. Post Grad. Dip.MNZITT
Email: andrew@taanz.org.nz

Fax: (04) 471-0835
Email: arm@gaultmitchell.co.nz
AUDITOR:
Grant Thornton

FINANCE MANAGER:

Chartered Accountant

Ms Shelley Lancaster

Leve 13, AXA Centre

Email: shelley@tianz.org.nz

80 The Terrace
PO Box 10712, Wellington

BONDING AUTHORITY:

Tel: (04) 474-8500

Mr Dan Williams, CA

Fax: (04) 474-8509

Level 11, Deloitte House, 10 Brandon Street,
PO Box 3251, Wellington 6140

BANKERS:

Tel: (04) 473-4330

ANZ

Fax: (04) 473-4331
Email: nztaanzbonding@deloitte.co.nz

LIFE MEMBERS:
Mr Andrew Bagnall, Auckland

ADMINISTRATION ASSISTANT:

Mrs Anne Bouterey, MNZITT, Christchurch

Mary Hall

Mr Bob Christey, MNZITT, Hamilton
Mr Peter Cox, OBE, FNZITT, Napier
Mr Duncan Hamilton, OBE, ACA, FNZITT, Auckland
Mr James Langton, MNZITT, Auckland
Mr John Morrison, MNZITT, AFNZIM, Wellington
Mr Charles Spain, FNZITT, Auckland
Mr Tim Tapper, FNZITT, Auckland
Mr Peter Lowry MBE, LNZITT, Wellington
Mr Murray Tanner, Auckland

THE TAANZ BOARD
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THE FUNDS, FINANCE AND
CONSOLIDATION.
The TAANZ consumer fund has again provided coverage to consumers as a result of membership default. During the
year under review the following claims, adjustments and repayments took place.
St Heliers Travel Limited t/as United Travel St Heliers.

single set of accounts for the group, supplemented by

Claims; Airlines $0, Consumer $235,736, Total claim

separate performance reporting of its entities. In the

including administration $241,407.64. Recoveries of

last year TAANZ itself budgeted for a small pre-tax loss

$95,765.86 were made from securities held. TAANZ

of ($517.00) and produced a small pre-tax surplus for

Bonding Authority Auditors Grant Thornton noted an

the year of $2,545. Subscription and application income

additional recovery of $47,000 may be realised in the

was $20,693 above budget somewhat compensating

subsequent financial year.

for the absence of marketing and sponsorship income

No claims were made upon members by the airlines and

in the prior year. Overall normalised expenditure (net

the airline fund was not utilised in the 12 months to the

of NTIA income and Bonding receivables) was 3.6%

end of May 2015.

higher than the prior year but below budget by 0.7%

TAANZ will take all reasonable steps, including where
necessary court proceedings, to protect the TAANZ
Bonding Scheme, TAANZ reputation and to recover
moneys it is required to pay out on claims against the
Bonding Fund. The scheme provides consumers and

and accounted for by increases in Directors’ fee related
to additional APJC and Board commitments, overall
Secretariat expenditure and legal and professional fees
incurred in the finalisation of the Airline Agreement and
government consultation.

airlines with adequate cover in the event of the failure

TAANZ Bonding’s overall performance was set back

of one of its members and is unique. To maintain this

by the claim arising on the consumer fund. Income

scheme all members should take every precaution

was $8,562 ahead of 2014. Bonding administration

to ensure that they mitigate risk and maintain the

expenditure increased by $15,300 principally due to

membership and bonding criterion at all times.

increased workload and the security and indemnity

TAANZ Revenue and Expenditure

resets arising from the improved trading conditions of

TAANZ

has

historically

operated

performance

statements for TAANZ and the operations performed by
the Secretariat, and for the administration of the Bonding
scheme. In this last audit it was determined by Grant

members.
On a consolidated basis TAANZ accumulated funds for
the year were $3,084,803 and a pre tax claim adjusted
result of ($43,851).

Thornton that, as TAANZ was the legal entity holding

Refer to page 12 for financial statements for the

the bank accounts, the IRD number etc. the performance

Association and for the Authority.

of the overall business should be consolidated into a

THE FUNDS
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TAANZ consolidated accounts – Income
2%

0% 0%
0%

Subscriptions & Entrance Fees
NTIA Awards
Interest & Dividends Received

5%

Airline Contributions –
Bonding Administration

5%
6%

Approved Sales Persons Levy
38%

Bonding Levies – Establishment

8%

Bonding Levies – Members
Unrealised gain on investments
Office recoveries & Other income

17%

Late Accounts – Fines
19%

TAANZ consolidated accounts – Expenditure
1%
2%

Tourism House
Administration & Salaries
NTIA Awards

1%

Bonding Authority
Adminstration Expenses

6%
4%
28%

4%

Claims & Expenses Net
President’s & Directors’
Services / Fees

5%

Legal & Professional Fees
WTAAA / UFTAA
Subscriptions & Meetings

15%

Other expenditure
18%

16%

Travel Expenses
Meeting & Board Expenses
Audit Fees

THE FUNDS
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